TUGGER™ ROPE RATCHET Use Instructions
Lock TuGGer™ Rope Ratchet in Trax:
1. Gripping the molded ratchet housing in the palm of your hand, place second and
third fingers under the wings of the Load Lock™ while using your palm or thumb as
leverage against the housing.
2. Pull up on the wings of the Load Lock™.
3. Place Load Lock™ Ratchet in any round opening on the trax.
4. Then slide the Load Lock™ Ratchet to the narrow point (between two round
openings) and release the wings. NOTE: Be sure the Load Lock™ sits flat against the
Trax and is locked in place parallel to the Trax.
5. Attach the S-hook at the end of the rope to a secure anchoring point/tie down. Note:
Hook, hardware and rope should be in-line for maximum performance.
6. Pull on rope (loose end coming out of molded ratchet housing) until desired tension
has been achieved.
7. To release tension on TuGGer™ Rope Ratchet, pull slightly on lose end of the rope
and press “Easy-Release tab” (located above pin on Load Lock™) to loosen rope for
adjusting and removal.
Move or Remove TuGGer™ Rope Ratchet:
1. Gripping the molded ratchet housing in the palm of your hand, place second and
third fingers under the wings of the Load Lock™ while using your palm or thumb as
leverage against the housing.
2. Pull up on the wings of the Load Lock™.
3. Slide the Load Lock™ Ratchet to the round opening on either side, and lift the
TuGGer™ Rope Ratchet off of the trax.
NOTES: Loads shift & settle; inspect after 10 miles; then every 40/50 miles thereafter
(inspect in shorter intervals if on rough bumpy roads or inclement weather). Make sure all
connecting points on vehicle are secure.
WARNING: Inspect product before each use. DO NOT USE: If product is deformed, worn,
damaged, rusted or not securely installed. Avoid contact with sharp objects, flame or
chemicals that may damage or weaken product, as these conditions may result in severe
DAMAGE to persons or property. Product is NOT designed nor to be used as a personal
restraint, or towing device. USER assumes full responsible for determining product’s safe
condition and suitability for a particular purpose. NOTICE TO PURCHASER: Core Products
USA is not responsible for damage or injury caused by improper use of products.
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